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A. IMS is only installed in the distribution zone.
B. IMS must be installed in it's own target and distribution zone.
C. Multiple releases of IMS can be installed in the same target and distribution zones.
D. IMS can be installed in the same SMP/E target and distribution zones as any other
product.

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 93 
You encounter a wait situation while running a BACKUP SYSTEM utility. Which two 
processes might contribute to this wait situation? (Choose two.) 

A. CREATE TABLESPACE TS1 NUMPARTS 25 SEGSIZE 4 IN DATABASE DB1
B. LOCK  TABLE TB1 PARTITION 5 IN EXCLUSIVE MODE
C. SELECT * FROM TABLE TB1 WITH RR
D. SET CURRENT DECFLOAT ROUNDING MODE=ROUND_CEILING
E. TRUNCATE TABLE TB1 DROP STORAGE

Answer: A, E 

QUESTION: 94 
All members of a data sharing group can be accessed by the group attachment name 
GRP. Two members (DB2A and DB2B) of the data sharing group are up on the same 
z/OS and you run a batch  job on this z/OS with the following DSN command: DSN 
SYSTEM(GRP). Which statement is true? 

A. Your batch job will  always  be connected to DB2A.
B. Your batch job will  always  be connected to DB2B.
C. Your batch job will  randomly  be connected to either DB2A or DB2B.
D. The connection is dependent on the definition in SYS1.PARMLIB member
IEFSSNxx.

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 95 
Which SYS1.PARMLIB member must contain an entry for the IMS off line dump 
formatter to work? 



 
A. DIAGxx 
B. SCHEDxx 
C. BLSCECTX 
D. COMMNDx  
  
 
Answer: C 
  
  
QUESTION: 96 
Batch jobs regularly fail when they are in the process of inserting a large number of 
rows into a DECLARE GLOBAL TEMPORARY TABLE. (DGTT) Which two 
statements accurately describe what could  be causing this problem? (Choose two.) 
  
 
A. The table space that was selected to store the DGTT in the TEMP database is too 
small to store all the rows of the DGTT. 
B. The WORKFILE database is too small. 
C. There is too much concurrent activit y against the TEMP database to be able to 
handle all the DGTT activity  that is going on. 
D. The user is exceeding the maximum amount of temporary space that can be used by 
an agent (MAXTEMPS) DSNZPARM setting. 
E. There are too many DB2 utilities running at the same time as the job inserting rows 
into the DGTT. 
  
 
Answer: B, D 
  
  
QUESTION: 97 
Click  the Exhibit button.**Exhibit Missing** 
The system operator has notified you that a Workload Manager started task has 
terminated and has already automatically restarted. Which additional command should 
be executed to resolve the issue in the exhibit? 
  
 
A. -START PROCEDURE(SYSPROC.DSNPSIN4_STATEMAIL) 
B. -DISPLAY PROCEDURE(SYSPROC.*) 
C. -START PROCEDURE(SYSPROC.INS007) 
D. -STOP PROCEDURE(SYSPROC.INS007) 
  
 
Answer: C 
  
  
QUESTION: 98 
In a DB2 non-data sharing system you want to activate changes to DB2 early code in 



DB2 9.Which command sequence would you issue to activate this code? 

A. -STOP  DB2; -REFRESH DB2,EARLY; -START DB2
B. -REFRESH DB2,EARLY
C. -REFRESH DB2,EARLY; -STOP DB2; -START DB2
D. -START DB2; -REFRESH DB2,EARLY

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 99  
You want to audit activity against a table named owner.TABLEX. Which two actions 
are required?(Choose two.) 

A. Run DSN1LOGP against the DB2 log data sets covering the timestamp being
audited.
B. Run START TRACE AUDIT CLASS (4,5).
C. Run ALTER owner.TABLEX LOG ALL.
D. Run ALTER owner.TABLEX AUDIT ALL.
E. Run ALTER owner.TABLEX DATA CAPTURE CHANGES.

Answer: B, D 

QUESTION: 100 
Which z/OS component trace is always  recommended to be active when using that 
componentwith IMS? 

A. XES
B. RRS
C. SUBSYS
D. SYSAPPC

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 101 
Under which condition would the -RECOVER INDOUBT command be necessary? 

A. When a thread has failed and has single phase commit scope.
B. When the commit coordinator is not available to notify DB2 of the correct commit



orabort action. 
C. When the commit coordinator is not able to determine if threads should be
committed oraborted.
D. When in-doubt threads have been resolved  and DB2 cannot synchronize with
thecommit coordinator.

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 102  
An accounting report shows high class 3 times. Which three could contribute to the 
class 3 times?(Choose three.) 

A. elapsed time
B. not accounted time
C. page latch
D. service task switch
E. synchronous I/O

Answer: C, D, E 

QUESTION: 103 
What does the STRINGMX statement in the DSFVSMxx member specify? 

A. The length of the DASD channel supported.
B. The characteristics of the buffers in the VSAM pool.
C. The characteristics of the buffers in the OSAM pool.
D. The number of VSAM requests that can be concurrently active.

Answer: D 
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